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Small Editions is a book studio 
and artist book publisher. The 

money earned from commissioned design and pro-
duction projects is used to fund artist book projects, 
which are made in collaboration with early-mid ca-
reer artists, and range from risograph printed zines to 
limited edition bookworks. Our projects focus on the 
book as a form of art, rather than a vehicle for artworks. 
Small Editions was founded in 2012 by Corina Reyn-
olds and Kimberly McClure, and has existed in its cur-

rent iteration since 2019 under the leadership of Han-
nah Yukiko Pierce. 

Hannah Yukiko Pierce (she/her) took over Small Edi-
tions after starting interdisciplinary art and design pe-
riodical lōkē magazine in 2018. With a background in 
arts administration and design strategy, Pierce began 
publishing as a means of making art and promoting 
artists without directly participating in the traditional 
art world scene. 

Tell us a brief bit 

about your practice

Learning and playing have the greatest impact on my work–time spent pur-
suing things that are not directly related to the work that I do allows me to in-
terrupt thought patterns that often send me into a burnout spiral. Play and 
acquiring new skills or knowledge gives me the energy to combat stress, to 
reflect, and to find inspiration, which I am able to take back to my team and 
all of our collaborators. 

What dimension of the artist 

do you find have the great-

est impact on your work?

"Play and acquiring new skills or knowledge gives "Play and acquiring new skills or knowledge gives 
me the energy to combat stress, to reflect, and to me the energy to combat stress, to reflect, and to 
find inspiration, which I am able to take back to find inspiration, which I am able to take back to 

my team and all of our collaborators."my team and all of our collaborators."  



Correspondence/Managing artist collaboration and payments

Administrative labor, hands down. Peo-
ple largely only see the final product of 
the months (or years) of emailing, phone 
calls, prototyping, troubleshooting, pro-
ducing, and promotion of our projects. 
(This is also leaving out the work to fol-
low up, maintain, or close out a project, 
and the work needed to keep the stu-
dio in working order–for ourselves and 
the government.) For any given proj-
ect, be that publishing or client com-

missions, we’re probably communicat-
ing with 3-5 different parties, and three 
of us on computers manage 30-35 proj-
ects each year including our publishing 
projects. Additionally, all of our projects 
are custom, which means that esti-
mates take anywhere from 30 minutes 
to 2 hours of labor, especially because 
we want to be helpful and accurate from 
the jump, even if we won’t end up work-
ing on a project. 

Building community and 
sharing resources/knowl-
edge, for me, go hand in 
hand, and they are the 
most important part of 
what I do. It keeps me 
sane, and gives me the en-
ergy that I need to come 
back to my practice with 
excitement and joy. We 
don’t exist in a vacuum–
there’s so much inspira-
tion, insight, and commis-
eration that can be found 
by getting to know oth-
er publishers, bookstore 
owners, and artists who 
are passionate about print 

and publishing. 
Fairs are often the way 
that I meet new publish-
ers, but they are often 
not the best way to get to 
know people more close-
ly. When I visit new cities, I 
often reach out to presses 
that I admire (well in ad-
vance) to ask if they have 
any events during my 
stay, or if I might visit their 
studio. In this way I have 
met many new friends 
and collaborators, and I 
learn so much about the 
publishing conditions in 
each place I visit. To keep 

up the energy at home, 
I started a yearly “Small 
Press Picnic” in 2021 as a 
way for publishers, artists, 
curators, booksellers, and 
anyone hoping to get in-
volved in this world to get 
to know each other in a re-
laxed setting. It has creat-
ed a lot of wonderful new 
friendships, and allowed 
folks who only previously 
know of each other to fi-
nally have the chance to 
speak with each other in-
depth.

Are there any you 

feel should be added 

to the list?

What are the aspects of 

your practice that feel 

invaluable/unseen?

Can You Speak About 

"Building Community"

"People largely only see the final product "People largely only see the final product 
of the months (or years) of emailing, of the months (or years) of emailing, 

phone calls, prototyping, troubleshooting, phone calls, prototyping, troubleshooting, 
producing, and promotion of our projects."producing, and promotion of our projects."
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"Everything Is About Friendship And Partnership At Irrelevant Press""Everything Is About Friendship And Partnership At Irrelevant Press"

IRRELEVANT PRESSIRRELEVANT PRESS



Holly MeadowsHolly Meadows--Smith Smith 
and Mollie Underwoodand Mollie Underwood

Irrelevant PressIrrelevant Press
Oakland, CA & Brooklyn, NY

Irrelevant Press is a zine collec-
tive and internet shop based in 

Oakland, Brooklyn, and the world wide web. We have 
been working together for almost 9 years (!) to create, 
print, and publish paper goods -- whether that's zines, 
prints, or books. We started out in Oakland with a riso-
graph and access to digital printers through one collec-
tive member's work at a commercial print shop, initially 
focusing on our own zines (about the internet and pop 

culture), and have grown into a second studio in New 
York, also with a risograph, focusing much more on 
printing and publishing work of others artists. As a col-
lective, our biggest motivation for making is building 
community around the specific content we print. We 
love making things with first time zinesters and collab-
orating closely with new artists. To us, zine culture is all 
about accessibility, so we try to provide a platform that 
removes as many barriers to entry as possible.

Tell us a brief bit 

about your practice

Building community and sharing re-
sources are very much at the core of our 
work and have been since the begin-
ning. Irrelevant Press is a passion proj-
ect and side-gig for everyone involved. 

There are pros and cons to this of course, 
but on the positive side, we have the luxury 
of not always needing to prioritize money in 
order to make IP financially viable or sustain-
able for us. This means, when it makes sense, 
we can find ways to reduce costs as much 
as possible for certain artists and be com-
pletely transparent about cost of goods, la-
bor costs, and capacity. We also try to pro-
vide free printing to organizers and activists 
in times of emergency. It feels a lot like shar-
ing resources much of the time. Even beyond 
printing and publishing peoples' work, we're 
also helping guide design choices or support-
ing artists in find other printers if we're not a 
good fit. 

On the less positive side, this means that we 
have to be really careful and communicative 
about capacity (from a time and financial 
perspective), and also creates conditions for 
very long days (and nights) sometimes. This 
feeds back into our prioritization of building 
community and resource sharing because in 
order for the collective to survive we need 
the artists we work with to feel in community 
with us, to trust us, and to respect our bound-
aries. It's very often that we're creating close 
and long term relationships with artists we 
publish. 
Like-mindedness is key. We work with artists 
and people who understand this perspective 
and mission, and who are open to collabora-
tion and flexibility. I think this comes through 
in the versatility of the press and variety of 
work we distribute. Artists see this and if 
they're looking for the same, will reach out 
and start the collaboration, often ending in 
friendship in addition to a new zine!

What dimension of 

the artist do you find 

have the greatest im-

pact on your work?
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I think some folks may not fully grasp 

the physical and mental labor that goes 

into creating a zine or book, especially 

for a collective like ours that does not 

work on printing full-time. We get all 

sorts of requests that add an immense 

amount of work to our already very 

full plates: incredibly fast turnaround 

times, multiple quote iterations, un-

finished files, requests for quotes with 

missing information, asks for 100s 

of copies of something etc. We have 

learned over the years though, and 

try to clearly communicate with art-

ists about our needs and capacity. And 

also to communicate with each other, 

because all of this work and the abili-

ty to take it on fluctuates so much. IP 

is definitely not a well oiled machine. 

Mollie was printing until 2am the oth-

er night for perfect registration and 

Holly just carried 30lbs of packages to 

the post office half a mile away. Some 

stuff isn't fun, but we love it!

This list is amazing! Excited for this project

This is huge for us! Everything is about 

friendship and partnership at Irrel-

evant Press, and has been since the 

beginning. We decided to start IP be-

cause we liked making things togeth-

er. And while we're no longer always in 

the same physical space making, we 

are still close collaborators and crucial 

partners. A lot of emails, a lot of Face-

times, a LOT of texting. These days, Ir-

relevant Press is split between Oak-

land CA and Brooklyn NY. We're not all 

involved in every project, but anytime 

we're publishing work from within the 

collective, there is back and forth on 

feedback and direction. It's a very or-

ganic process, very friendship-for-

ward. Even when we're publishing work 

by outside artists, one person is typi-

cally working with the artist directing 

and ensuring the project makes sense 

for IP, but we're supporting each oth-

er through technical questions / paper 

choices / accountability / recommen-

dations. There's a lot of trust. It also 

doesn't stop with the core IP members. 

We are very lucky to be surrounded by 

people who jump in and out to help as 

projects come up, and we are so so 

grateful for that!

Are there any you 

feel should be added 

to the list?

What are the aspects of 

your practice that feel 

invaluable/unseen?

Can You Speak About

"Partnership"

"It"It''s very often that wes very often that we''re creating re creating 
close and long term relationships close and long term relationships 

with artists we publishwith artists we publish."."



ZOE PULLEYZOE PULLEY



Zoë PulleyZoë Pulley DesignerDesigner
Brooklyn, NYBrooklyn, NY

Hi.

My name is Zoë Pulley (she / her) 
and I’m a  designer / busy-body that 
likes to make stuff.  

Stuff being the —

artifacts 
memories
ephemera
& seemingly little nonsensical things 

that gradually gathers in junk draw-
ers, attic chests, closets and crawl 
spaces. The stuff that is practiced 
— skills acquired, preserved and 
passed down from kin to kin.

Stuff that is captured and stored 
away — safekept within albums and 
unlit spaces. Sometimes surfaced, 
sometimes not, sometimes passed 
down from generation to the next, 
sometimes forgotten and lost. Rel-
egated as unremarkable — as just 
stuff.

The stuff is always the origin point 
in a method I like to practice called 
surfacing. 

My current practice  attempts to re-
veal the regular, everyday, and spec-
tacularly ordinary parts of Black life 
as conditioned on a Black individu-
al's terms.  Through the use of vari-
ous material culture — think

textiles
found-objects
archival materials
metals 
audio 
and/or other items fits 
(aka stuff)—

particular to the essence of a narra-
tive being investigated.

Designers work with datasets that 
are defined by the manipulation of 
words, images 
and implied meaning to create par-
ticular outputs and further mean-

ing. My design practice is one that 
consciously chooses to create my 
own datasets based within personal 
vernaculars learned from, through 
and by the folx whom I call my kin. 

My practice the last few years is 
the result of both conscious and 
subconscious explorations into 
the ways that personal vernacular 
draws from a collective understand-
ing of self. And even more so — the 
ways in which one’s collective con-
sciousness is not only learned from 
family, but seemingly embedded in 
one's DNA. And with that — I hope 
to continue, expand and shift these 
parameters to ensure that the lega-
cies embedded within the seeming-
ly menial — within the stuff — can 
live on.

Tell us a brief bit 

about your practice



Time

That the administrative stuff takes time! But must be prioritized.

I feel like the tools / lexicon of graphic design have given me another lens to in-

terrogate the systems that institutions fight so fiercely to uphold. I understand 

graphic design as a methodology of making which allows me to explore story-

telling. By being aware of the traditional rules of the practice, I aim to try to uti-

lize these tools to subvert the ways in which the discipline can be perceived 

while challenging the ways in which these tools can be used to communicate. 

Are there any you 

feel should be added 

to the list?

What are the aspects of 

your practice that feel 

invaluable/unseen?

Can You Speak About 

"Graphic Design"

This prompt actually feels incredibly 

timely, as I am currently working through 

a reevaluation of all of these dimensions 

within my practice. For the last few 

years I have cycled through these four 

areas without pause and all at a matching pace 

— which, for me, has resulted in much output 

but less time for reflection, gathering and new 

modes of understanding. This current con-

frontation of the inward, outward, labor and 

body has been an unlearning process — one in 

which I am questioning my value systems to-

wards productivity, the pressure of time and 

my overall motives in the work I am privileged 

enough to make. I am realizing that the race of 

these four dimensions are completed at differ-

ent speeds — that the inward cannot compete 

at the same rate as the outward. That my labor 

toward the body of work cannot be at the cost 

of my being. That the production of the work 

can be and generally is a multifaceted process. 

That time can be of essence but also does not-

need to be the governing variable. I am in the 

process of recognizing that I do not have to 

constantly be racing the clock towards making 

— that much of the making includes the reflec-

tions, the gathering and learning. 

What dimension of 

the artist do you find 

have the greatest im-

pact on your work?
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"My design practice is one that consciously "My design practice is one that consciously 
chooses to create my own datasets based with-chooses to create my own datasets based with-
in personal vernaculars learned from, through in personal vernaculars learned from, through 

and by the folx whom I call my kin."and by the folx whom I call my kin."



HANDSHAKEHANDSHAKE



Jaime Sebastián Jaime Sebastián 
Rubén MontesinosRubén Montesinos

Handshake is the collaborative design practice of Jaime Sebastián and Rubén Montes-

inos. With an emphasis on printed matter, they design and execute publications, visu-

al identities, websites, packaging design, apparel, and photography for clients in very diverse fields, either at a 

large or small scale. In addition to the studio practice, Handshake operates as a platform for publishing printed 

matter, retail store, and divulgation; by holding events, exhibitions, and lectures. Focusing on visual arts and ex-

ploring the limits of contemporary publishing practices, Handshake collaborates with contemporary artists to 

create unique and experimental projects while having fun in the process.

Alongside Aythami Castellano and Iván Santana in 2020 they created Recreo Valencia Art Book Fair focused 

on decentralizing the focus of attention on European design and covering new languages of contemporary cre-

ation, helping to strengthen the circuit of art book fairs from less positioned Mediterranean countries.

Community 

building has 

always had 

a strong im-

pact on our 

statement as publishers/artists, but 

also on our work as a design studio. 

We’ve always tried to keep the bal-

ance of working locally but having 

an international impact. 

On one side, working with local con-

temporary artists has been our fo-

cus for the last couple of years. This 

has a strong impact on our commu-

nity, as it became a tool for docu-

menting the strong young art scene 

of our city, not only through publish-

ing printed matter but also by orga-

nizing small events like exhibitions, 

presentations, or talks. We’ve also 

been developing a profile as educa-

tors, collaborating with universities 

and local institutions that host talks 

and workshops to share both what 

we have learned from publishing 

and the practices of other publish-

ers around the world. Last but not 

least, accessibility has always been 

important to us, and we try to keep 

low prices for our products so audi-

ences with different incomes can 

access them.

On the other side, traveling to in-

ternational art book fairs is not 

only one of the main channels for 

our distribution; but also a way to 

share our friends and local artists’ 

work with a bigger audience. We’ve 

also connected with other creators 

while traveling to book fairs and 

other events, eventually becoming 

collaborators,  doing commissions, 

or  buidling strong friendships. We 

always try to keep connected with 

them, sharing information and re-

sources, being honest about our 

rates or costs, and visiting while 

traveling to their cities.

As a natural conclusion of this pro-

cess, we started co-organizing 

Recreo, connecting local publish-

ers with our friends worldwide, and 

showing new contemporary pub-

lishing practices in our city.

HandshakeHandshake
Valencia, SpainValencia, Spain

Tell us a brief bit 

about your practice

What dimension of 

the artist do you find 

have the greatest im-

pact on your work?
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Inward 

∙ Research as an artistic practice

Outward

∙ Share resources and information with other colleagues

∙ Talking about money

Labor/Production

∙ Keep in touch with stockists

∙ Research for other distribution channels

∙ Research for printing or binding techniques

∙ Correctly packing the books

This a list of aspects of our practice 

that most of the time feel unseen and 

invaluable:

∙ While everything gets more and more 

expensive, keeping accessibility to our 

work is a huge effort that takes time, 

research, and patience. 

∙ To be as sustainable as possible, both 

from an environmental and a profes-

sional practices’ point of view. 

∙ Keeping in touch with stockists and 

making them pay you.

∙ Self-reflect and analyze each year the 

impact of our work, annual billing, and 

studio expenses, so we can keep im-

proving our project. Having a good da-

tabase of your finances and always try-

ing to improve the system so it adapts 

better to your needs.

∙ Packing orders for clients, stockists, 

or traveling to book fairs is always a 

longer process than we would like.

Last year, while visiting New York for 

the Printed Matter Art Book Fair we 

co-published with Secret Riso Club 

‘About Community’, a poster/manifes-

to that worked as a guide for the cre-

ation of a healthy local community. 

This poster has since been distributed 

through both channels, reaching big-

ger audiences than we could have on 

our own.

Also, as organizers of our local Art 

Book Fair, we take very seriously the 

hosting experience for publishers who 

trust us enough to travel for the event. 

Knowing firsthand how much of a 

compromise it can be to invest in trav-

eling to a fair without a guarantee that 

it’s going to be profitable or even cov-

er costs. For example, in the last two 

years, we made an online call for locals 

who wanted to host publishers during 

the fair. This proved a challenging goal, 

but it’s a great way to expand connec-

tions beyond the fair itself. 

Fostering a comfortable space where 

publishers can share their experienc-

es and discuss challenges seems to us 

the best way to keep growing as pro-

fessionals and to adapt our practices 

to the ever-changing cultural and po-

litical context.
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Are there any you 

feel should be added 

to the list?

Some proposals:

What are the aspects of 

your practice that feel 

invaluable/unseen?

Can You Speak About

"Hosting/Being Hosted"

"While everything gets more and more expen-"While everything gets more and more expen-
sive, keeping accessibility to our work is a huge sive, keeping accessibility to our work is a huge 
effort that takes time, research, and patience." effort that takes time, research, and patience." 



MICROUTOPIASMICROUTOPIAS



Por un arte-acción del publicarPor un arte-acción del publicar

Publicación como acto creativoPublicación como acto creativo
Publicación como ejercicio reflexivoPublicación como ejercicio reflexivo
Publicación como afirmación de un aquí y un ahora Publicación como afirmación de un aquí y un ahora 
Publicación como construcción de memoria histórica Publicación como construcción de memoria histórica 
Publicación como excusa para el encuentro Publicación como excusa para el encuentro 
Publicación como generación de micro utopíasPublicación como generación de micro utopías

Publicación como activismo gráficoPublicación como activismo gráfico
Publicación como resistencia creativa y desobediente Publicación como resistencia creativa y desobediente 
Publicación como soporte de discursos poéticos y políticosPublicación como soporte de discursos poéticos y políticos
Publicación como herramienta de comunicación e intercambio honestoPublicación como herramienta de comunicación e intercambio honesto
Publicación como fomento de contranarrativas Publicación como fomento de contranarrativas 
Publicación como propuesta de otros modos de hacer Publicación como propuesta de otros modos de hacer 

Publicación como estímulo de un espíritu crítico y sensiblePublicación como estímulo de un espíritu crítico y sensible
Publicación como práctica artística situada Publicación como práctica artística situada 
Publicación como co-creación de sentido y subjetividades Publicación como co-creación de sentido y subjetividades 
Publicación como experiencia estética expandida Publicación como experiencia estética expandida 
Publicación como ensayo de futuros (im)posibles Publicación como ensayo de futuros (im)posibles 
Publicación como idea compartida Publicación como idea compartida 

Publicación como privilegio asumido y problematizado Publicación como privilegio asumido y problematizado 
Publicación como intento de ruptura a las estructuras de poder Publicación como intento de ruptura a las estructuras de poder 
Publicación como articulación de contradicciones Publicación como articulación de contradicciones 
Publicación como alteración al orden de las cosas Publicación como alteración al orden de las cosas 
Publicación como acción socialmente comprometida Publicación como acción socialmente comprometida 
Publicación como ejercicio de imaginación política Publicación como ejercicio de imaginación política 

Publicación como relación de afectos y efectos Publicación como relación de afectos y efectos 
Publicación como impulso a ponerle el cuerpo a una ideaPublicación como impulso a ponerle el cuerpo a una idea
Publicación como performance micropolítica descolonizadoraPublicación como performance micropolítica descolonizadora
Publicación como modo de afectar y dejarse afectar Publicación como modo de afectar y dejarse afectar 
Publicación como pulsión al movimiento y al cambio Publicación como pulsión al movimiento y al cambio 
Publicación como creación colectiva Publicación como creación colectiva 

Publicación como proceso de aprendizaje y desaprendizaje continuo Publicación como proceso de aprendizaje y desaprendizaje continuo 
Publicación como (auto)gestión de saberes, intuiciones y sentiresPublicación como (auto)gestión de saberes, intuiciones y sentires
Publicación como administración colectiva del problema a resolverPublicación como administración colectiva del problema a resolver
Publicación como deconstrucción de estructuras preestablecidas Publicación como deconstrucción de estructuras preestablecidas 
Publicación como invitación a decir y sentir junto/a través de otresPublicación como invitación a decir y sentir junto/a través de otres
Publicación como posibilidad de encontrar aliades Publicación como posibilidad de encontrar aliades 

Publicación como arte-acción urgentePublicación como arte-acción urgente

microutopías microutopías 
Diciembre del 2020Diciembre del 2020

MANIFESTMANIFESTMICROUTOPÍASMICROUTOPÍAS



Darío Marroche           MicroutopíasDarío Marroche           Microutopías
Montevideo, UruguayMontevideo, Uruguay

microutopías is a Uruguayan 
publication studio; it is orient-

ed toward art books, zine production, and risograph 
pressings rooted in micropolitical artistic works in the 
collective construction of new dissident narratives 
and visual poetics from the South. The studio is run by 
Darío Marroche (he/they), sharing publishing practic-
es with PS Montevideo, a member of the worldwide 
Publication Studio network since 2020. They are an 
organizer of the Montevideo Art Book Fair since 2018 
and member of the “Lumbung of publishers”, interna-

tional publishing network formed from participation in 
Documenta 15 in Kassel (2022). 
Considering editing and publishing as a collaborative 
artistic practice, focused on printed art, artists books 
and graphic activism actions, from a  critical, every-
day and micro perspective., we explore the format and 
graphic resource as a narrative element of the works, 
expanding their interpretations and the creation of 
meaning and subjectivities in the readers. We use pub-
lishing as a communication tool and promotion of ar-
tistic-poetic-political discourses.

Working from/around our Political Beliefs 
and evidencing our ideological positions in 
our printed works is key! We consider each 
publication project as a critical thinking exer-
cise, focusing on the construction of mean-
ing first for ourselves. Trying to be consis-
tent in all decision making in the process. 
This idea of politically situated practice al-
lows us to be in touch with the communities 
in which we and our work is inserted in and 
also work with/from the present context. 
The sensitive and personal is also political. 
Todo impreso es político.
Related to the mentioned above, another 

dimension that is of great interest to us is 
the idea of Building community. Communi-
ty that allows us to recognize ourselves (in 
other queer, latinxs, publishers, etc.), gen-
erates alliances and that ultimately ends up 
giving extra meaning to what we do. 
The global community that identifies, hosts, 
supports and shares our practice and mo-
tivates us to continue producing. This also 
implies building safe spaces where we can 
expand and reflect on the issues that chal-
lenge us, to discuss and exchange with oth-
ers, collectively find answers and rephrase 
questions.

Tell us a brief bit 

about your practice

What dimension of 

the artist do you find 

have the greatest im-

pact on your work?

"Self-precarization: Many times, in the desire to "Self-precarization: Many times, in the desire to 
make and see our creations in the world, we fall into make and see our creations in the world, we fall into 

dynamics that not always are fair to ourselves"dynamics that not always are fair to ourselves"



Todo Impreso Todo Impreso 
Es PolíticoEs Político

Are there any you 

feel should be added 

to the list?

What are the aspects of 

your practice that feel 

invaluable/unseen?

Can You Speak About

"Political Activism"

∙ Prototyping/exploration of formats and material possibilities
∙ Document and record works, actions and processes. Generate the image ar-

chive,  to socialize on networks and other means later.
∙ The design of actions, activations and performances around what is published.  

 —The experiences as a Body of work, not just the book as the main product.
∙ Environmental/ecological care
∙ Moral responsibility with what is published. Ex. Before deciding to publish any 

thing, we ask ourself internally if, in addition to being important to us, it could be 
important to others?

The (slow) time of collaborative process-
es, and the importance of respect for 
others’ times. This issue (related to what 
is called Slow publishing) is reflected in 
decision-making and group care dynam-
ics when co-creation experiences are 
designed, not always valued or aligned 
with the current rhythms of production 
and consumption of cultural goods.

Self-precarization. Many times, in the 
desire to make and see our creations 
in the world, we fall into dynamics that 
not always are fair to ourselves. Paying 
attention to the balance between work, 
return and rest is key! and one of the 

challenges we’ve had to face since the 
beginning. 
We try to work on these issues starting 
by assuming the precarious context in 
which we find ourselves, and by propos-
ing self-care practices to avoid irrespon-
sibility, frustrations and burnout. 
The fast-paced environment we live in 
does not allow for slow things to take 
their time to be born. I also think that - 
being someone that works solo - the 
amount of small tasks that needs to be 
organised on top of making books by 
hand - from concept to printing to bind-
ing - is something that is often unseen 
(including by myself).

We believe the activist attitude begins 
by assuming the privilege of having the 
tools to publish and problematizing and 
sharing that tool/privilege. We carry this 
out by organizing community-based ac-
tivities around self-publishing and the 
bookmaking process.
It also has a contextual condition of situ-
ate our work from the South, stimulating 
more active micropolitical positions lo-
cally, and contributing to the construc-
tion of historical memory and count-
er-narratives to discursive hegemony/
heteronorm. It is about understanding 
publishing as a socially engaged prac-
tice and tensioning the private/public 

and poetic/political spheres. At last, it 
implies understanding and working on 
the symbolic power of images and their 
potential as a discursive device. The ulti-
mate and greatest objective probably is 
to affect others (from a micro, sensitive 
and unpretentious way) and thus change 
the state of things. In that order, we've 
been publishing and organizing graph-
ic actions (readings, paste-up, perfor-
mances, etc.) to take our bodies to the 
street and demonstrate the urgencies 
we feel necessary to talk about.
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BRUISE STUDIOBRUISE STUDIO



Bruise Studio is a 
Berlin-based pub-
lishing house and 

artist studio. Behind the studio is 
the bookmaker, photographer and 
artist Rada Nastai (the person filling 
out this form as well (:) that started 
self-publishing using a riso-based 
practice in 2016. The need for more 
collaborative projects and taking 
a more outer role to the process 

of bookmaking has led to bruise, 
which started with two GR ma-
chines in her bedroom.
I am interested in the book as a tool 
for radical art making: the way it can 
revolutionize the exhibition space 
and art institutions through democ-
ratizing distribution, affordability 
when it comes to art collection, and 
enabling the direct support to the 
artist and maker, while bypassing 

gatekept, inaccessible systems. 
The book has worked as a contrap-
tion that has supported social, po-
litical and cultural communities and 
movements, empowering and ar-
chiving their truths. My practice 
is based in trying to maintain this 
grassroots spirit of book making, 
and investigate through conceptual 
exploration, storytelling and humor 
its shape and expressibility.

I am very interested in what happens at the 
periphery of art making, I am interested in 
the stories untold and the discarded imag-
es. I think the role of the narrator is the one 
that fits me best and impacts my work the 
most when it comes to ideating. However, 
the aspect of time as a scarce resource and 
keeping bruise financially independent are 
the outward struggles that impact my work 
and pushing it forward.  

The nervousness of collaborating and not 
being able to show up as a publisher to the 
task of paying my collaborators appropri-
ately if the book flops, or aesthetically and 
conceptually misrepresenting the artists I 
work with and their identity are also anxiet-
ies that I struggles with as I make work.

Tell us a brief 

bit about your 

practice

What dimension of 

the artist do you find 

have the greatest im-

pact on your work?

Rada Nastai           Bruise StudioRada Nastai           Bruise Studio

Nervousness Of Collaborating

Berlin, GermanyBerlin, Germany

"I am interested in the book as a "I am interested in the book as a 
tool for radical art making"tool for radical art making"



Are there any you 

feel should be added 

to the list?

What are the aspects of 

your practice that feel 

invaluable/unseen?

Can You Speak About

“Finding Artists To Publish” 

Focus, time as a precarious resource, rejection (funding, suggested collabo-
rations, etc), paper market, aesthetic movements affecting the success rate 
based on the visual identity of the project

The work that goes in the conception of the work feels at times that the fast-
paced environment we live in does not allow for slow things to take their time 
to be born. I also think that - being someone that works solo - the amount 
of small tasks that needs to be organised on top of making books by hand 
- from concept to printing to binding - is something that is often unseen (in-
cluding by myself).

"...it feels at times that the fast-paced envi-"...it feels at times that the fast-paced envi-
ronment we live in does not allow for slow ronment we live in does not allow for slow 

things to take their time to be born."things to take their time to be born."

I still self-publish in a way in which the book and the concept are more im-
portant as an object than the maker, however, when I do work with artists, I 
only do friends and other makers. It makes navigating the difficulties of pro-
ducing books (from types of narrating through images to financial negotia-
tions) easier and less anxiety-driven.
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FUTURE FELLOWFUTURE FELLOW

BAD STUDENTBAD STUDENT



Future Fellow is 
Bad Student's cre-
ative studio oper-
ating in New York 

and Manila. The studio is the syn-
thesis of the diverse artistic back-
grounds and talents of its founders; 
Kiko Tiu, Pau Tiu & Felize Camille. 
With expertise in art, design, illus-
tration, film and print, Future Fel-
low is a creative force in the pursuit 
of play, imagination and exploration 
into the future. 

Pau Tiu is a Risograph artist and 
the Studio Director of Bad Student 
Press. Since 2018, they have con-
ducted numerous Risograph work-
shops in the Philippines and have 
taught hundreds of students about 
the art of Risograph printing, both 
in-person and online. They have 
also hosted workshops in collab-
oration with brands such as Nike, 
Shake Shack and Uniqlo. Kiko Tiu 
is an Industrial Designer, Printmak-
er & Filmmaker. Kiko has been train-

ing as a Risograph Artist for 3 years 
under Bad Student and has exhib-
ited his Risograph Artworks in To-
kyo & Brooklyn. Felize Camille is a 
multidisciplinary artist, specializ-
ing in Illustration and Design. She is 
the Lead Illustrator, Art Director & 
Executive Producer of Future Fel-
low and Bad Student projects. She 
focuses her time working in the in-
tersection of education, non-profit 
work and tech.

Building a 
c o m m u n i -
ty and being 
in a commu-
nity is one of 

the biggest impacts when we pro-
duce work and where we connect 
with like minded individuals. As the 
first Risograph Press in the Philip-
pines, we’ve built our own riso print 
community so we can share the 
love and exploration of risograph as 
a print-making practice. We all met 
each other in an art school in the 
Philippines that was unfortunate-
ly underfunded by the government 
during that time, but we believe we 
have so many amazing minds de-
spite these limitations. Pau named 
it Bad Student so we can all have 
the freedom, the opposite of lim-
itations– to be bad at something, in 

terms of doing art or making a book 
and welcome it as part of the learn-
ing process to become better. Luck-
ily, we’ve found people who share 
the same sentiments of how they 
approach art and print. The down-
side to this, as an independent pub-
lishing and only risograph press (at 
the moment) in our country is that 
we don’t have anyone to turn to. If 
our machine breaks down, runs out 
of ink or doesn't have the right re-
sources, we have to do the exten-
sive work of outsourcing materials 
mostly outside of the Philippines, 
which takes time and financial res-
rouces as a small independent pub-
lishing press. But after traveling and 
joining art book fairs international-
ly, we’ve been so grateful to have 
found a community of riso presses 
that empathized and helped us out 

in one way or another. We realize we 
need a community ourselves as in-
dependent publishers or riso press-
es rather than seeing each other 
as competitors. We’re still here be-
cause we’ve found a community 
that extended their time, resources 
and has offered us a space, wheth-
er mentally, emotionally or finan-
cially for us to continue. Because of 
this, it fuels our passion even more 
to educate people on risograph as a 
print-making practice and empow-
ering the Filipino creative communi-
ty to have a wider platform despite 
having these limitations within the 
country - hopefully inspiring oth-
er creatives in the country to have 
their own independent publishing 
and riso press.

Tell us a brief 

bit about your 

practice

What dimension of 

the artist do you find 

have the greatest im-

pact on your work?

Future FellowFuture Fellow
Bad StudentBad Student

Kiko TiuKiko Tiu,,  
Pau Tiu Pau Tiu 
and Felize and Felize 
CamilleCamille

New York & Manila, PhilippinesNew York & Manila, Philippines



Are there any you 

feel should be added 

to the list?

What are the aspects of 

your practice that feel 

invaluable/unseen?

Can You Speak About 

“Teaching Workshops” 

Accountability Accessibility Exploration

Economic constraints, administrative work and mental health. We want to be 

able to serve people as much as we can, but our bodies and financial capacity 

can only do so much as a small independent press. We’re just 3 people trying 

to print, fix the machine, answer inquiries, calculate quotations, buy materi-

als, teach people, apply to book fairs, and design/make art. It might sound so 

easy but it's not. Designing, printing and binding books one by one by hand 

takes time. But it's also part of the reason why we love to make books, we 

know how much work was put into it. Sometimes we don’t get to work on our 

personal art anymore or get enough rest because of this, making it harder for 

our own mental health.

Teaching workshops has helped us educate more people about the wonders 

of risograph and print-making. In this digital age, Risograph proved to be the 

intersection and marriage of analog and digital aside from screen printing. It 

has helped us build a community who have found a home for their personal 

art and style, a playground to explore both worlds and not limiting them to 

stay on one side of the court. It also paved the way to find a community who 

share the same outlook on art and print, and in return we also learn so much 

from them and inspire each other in doing so. 

"Pau named it Bad Student so we can all have the "Pau named it Bad Student so we can all have the 
freedom - the opposite of limitations– to be bad freedom - the opposite of limitations– to be bad 
at something, in terms of doing art or making at something, in terms of doing art or making 
a book and welcome it as part of the learning a book and welcome it as part of the learning 

process to become better."process to become better."



LUCKY RISOGRAPHLUCKY RISOGRAPH



Lucky RisographLucky RisographAmanda Chung Amanda Chung 
& Chris Lucero& Chris Lucero Brooklyn, NYBrooklyn, NY

lucky risograph is an Asian and Hispan-
ic-owned print press and design studio based 
in DUMBO, Brooklyn. Since our establish-
ment in 2018, we have continued incorpo-
rating the eco-conscious, accessible, and af-
fordable nature of risograph printing into our 
everyday practice. We collaborate with art-
ists, small businesses, and grassroots orga-
nizers to translate their voices and work into 
art books, zines, and prints.
In 2019, along with our friends at Zine Hug, 
we created Sounds about Riso, an annual 
multi-faceted festival celebrating all things 

riso. Our mission has been to provide ac-
cessible resources for independent publish-
ing (with a focus on risograph), embracing 
imperfections, tactile learning, and sharing 
the process! Sounds about Riso continue to 
evolve each year, but in the past, we’ve or-
ganized an open call, mentorship program, 
virtual and in-person showcase, talks, and 
workshops. We hope to introduce and uplift 
emerging creators and aspiring zine-makers 
to get their hands on the ��joy� of indepen-
dent publishing.

Running a print studio while also navigating capitalism and laws with little background or 
knowledge and being a studio that consists of people who don’t easily fit into those box-
es. We learn a lot of things from failing or from those who have experienced something 
similar and shared their knowledge with us. We would say more than half of our energy is 
spent on Figuring It All Out and we wish we had more to allocate for the creative aspects 

of the business!
Building community and relationships has also been a core part of what we do and has the most impact on our 
practice. Risograph printing was a very small niche when we first started, and the community has been not only 
inviting and generous but has been the most positive experience that allowed us to prosper and continue do-
ing what we love. We naturally want to incorporate this as much as possible with our activities to not only give 
back but also to make it grow.

Tell us a brief 

bit about your 

practice

What dimension of 

the artist do you find 

have the greatest im-

pact on your work?



Are there any you 

feel should be added 

to the list?

What are the aspects of 

your practice that feel 

invaluable/unseen?

Can You Speak About

“Finding/Maintaining 

Equipment"” 

Learning and setting boundaries and documentation and archiving!
Finding a balance between passion and professionalism

The physical and emotional demands of running a print shop and studio. Printing, bind-
ing books, reorganizing the space for new equipment and workshops, inventory man-
agement, paper restocking, and cleaning after projects are wrapped. A majority of our 
interactions with our audience, clients and collaborators are online, but on the side, we 

are always moving to make sure the projects get completed. If we stop, every aspect of the studio 
also stops. I think often people are surprised to find out that there are only a few of us at the shop 
doing what we do.

We acquired the following equipment in We acquired the following equipment in 
approximately this order:approximately this order:

Printer (risograph) Printer (risograph) →→ Paper cutter (guillotine)  Paper cutter (guillotine) →→  
electric stapler electric stapler → → paper jogger paper jogger →→ collator,  collator, →→ creaser  creaser 
→→ booklet maker  booklet maker → → spiral hole puncher spiral hole puncher →→industrial industrial 

sewing machine sewing machine →→
Lo-fi in-house equipment: bone folder Lo-fi in-house equipment: bone folder →→ hair dryer  hair dryer 

→→ manual paper slicer  manual paper slicer →→ creasing board creasing board

Resources: ebay ∙ wirebids.com ∙ mybinding.com ∙ instagram ∙ asking 
around and talking to friends! ∙ riso discord ∙ youtube

Our equipment acquiring and main-
taining process had much to do with 
our studio space. We started in a lit-
eral closet in Chinatown on Eldridge 

St., so everything had to be semi-portable and 
relatively compact. We started with a manual pa-
per trimmer, a manual stapler, and a single drum 
SF9450 Risograph. For the first two years we had 
to balance space, equipment efficiency, and what 
tasks we were willing to do manually. For any 
projects that required equipment we didn’t have 
(ie. digital printing or die cutting), we would ask 
around and do work trades. One example is Water 
Jokes, where we did the foil stamping for the cov-
er at Small Editions (shout out to Hannah!).
Another example is How to Live on Love by Eliz-
abeth Goodspeed, where we went over to Lea’s 
studio (Lea runs Something In The Air, where she 

creates hand-constructed objects & wearables 
with personally collected antique/vintage tex-
tiles.) and used her industrial sewing machine to 
do singer-sewn saddle stitch for the book. Even-
tually, we slowly swapped out and acquired equip-
ment as we could afford them and as needed. The 
learning curve for these machines was also high, 
and we had to do DIY repairs, source used parts, 
and troubleshoot technical difficulties, especially 
since almost all of them were second-hand. It’s 
tough to find a technician for these things! Each 
day, we are still working manually in tandem with 
these machines, and our process of making books 
and prints is by no means automated. But with-
out them, our jobs would be a lot harder, and we 
wouldn’t be able to achieve the amount of proj-
ects we had the opportunity to help produce with 
such a small team.
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GENDERFAILGENDERFAIL



GenderFailGenderFailBe OakleyBe Oakley
Brooklyn, NYBrooklyn, NY

GenderFail is a publishing, programming 
and archiving platform run solely by Be Oak-
ley. GenderFail is not non-for-profit but prof-
it-for-survival or profit-to-continue-our-
work-without-other-means-of-capital and 
most importantly to make money for others I 
publish, to create profit-for-labor. With Gen-
derFail, publishing is personal, it’s the means 

of my  livelihood and a tool for the dissemi-
nation of imperfect, but powerful ideas. For 
GenderFail, we seek to publish works that ex-
pand queer subjectivity by looking at queer-
ness as an identity that challenges capitalist, 
racist, ableist, xenophobic, transphobic, ho-
mophobic, misogynistic, and anti-environ-
mental ideologies.

Labor/Pro-
duction takes 
up so much 
space in my 

day to day life as publisher. I have 
worked hard to make GenderFail 
my full time job. In this, my life cen-
ters around Labor/production as a 
means to not only make my work, 
but to make enough money to live. 
I've said this before in other plat-
forms/lectures/publications: when 
I choose to create a project, espe-
cially with another artist(s), I am in-

vesting in my future livelihood into 
the publication. My finances are in-
fused with GenderFail and if a proj-
ect I make fails to sell it affects me 
directly. This makes the act of pub-
lishing so personal and lifegiving 
(literally) that it makes what I do 
important (at least for my own sur-
vival). 
In this current climate of artists, 
writers and other creative people 
being silenced/fired for speaking 
up in support for Palestinians, I feel 
fortunate to be wholly in charge of 

my own labor and production. The 
art world, as many of us know, is 
unfixable broken and we must all 
work together to rebuild the system 
by and for working class artists. As 
a publisher and artist myself, I try to 
be transparent with my knowledge 
to help others find ways of taking 
their own control over their own 
means of survival. This exhibition 
by Tara and Gonzalo is an import-
ant blueprint for new world building 
towards a working focused future.

Tell us a brief 

bit about your 

practice

What dimension of 

the artist do you find 

have the greatest im-

pact on your work?

"My finances are infused with GenderFail and if a project "My finances are infused with GenderFail and if a project 
I make fails to sell it affects me directly. This makes the I make fails to sell it affects me directly. This makes the 
act of publishing so personal and lifegiving (literally) that act of publishing so personal and lifegiving (literally) that 
it makes what I do important (at least for my own survival)." it makes what I do important (at least for my own survival)." 



Are there any you 

feel should be added 

to the list?

What are the aspects 

of your practice that 

feel invaluable/unseen?

Can You Speak About

"Financial Administration"

Under “Body of Work” I would add “sound” 
and under sound I would put “audiobook”. 
I’ve have had the dream of building an 
audiobook recording aspect to Gender-
Fail. For many of us publishers, we don’t 
have the time or resources to make audio 
recording of our written works. As a pub-
lisher I am always looking for new ways to 

be both accessible and find new ways to 
disseminate my work. In the future I imag-
ine creating an artist in residence program 
where I invite small publishers and au-
thors to record their work. This could even 
be done now (in one way or another), I just 
need to finally take the steps to start this 
process. 

Universally, Labor is something 
that is always lost on audiences of 
artist books. Many of us feel pres-
sure to price our publications low-
er than we would like so that the 
work can be sold more easily. It is 
of course important to make work 
affordable (for example I offer all 
my work on sliding scale) but so 
much unseen labor goes into self 
publishing work. As a publisher I re-
fuse to take on unpaid help for the 
production of my project and end 
up spending countless hours print-
ing and binding work. Since larger 

institutions with various funding 
sources can price books lower due 
to larger production budget it sets 
standard that can’t account for the 
numerous hours of labor that goes 
into many small publishing proj-
ects.

Talking with numerous small and 
self publishers rarely include their 
own labor into the “at cost” for 
making their work. (At cost: Mean-
ing the money spent on all materi-
als that goes into a book). There-
fore, as artists ourselves we don't 

even value our own labor to add it 
into the acquisition to understand 
the true cost of our work. This be-
ing because the true cost of mak-
ing a publication would oftentimes 
be too expensive for many low in-
come/middle class people. Labor is 
at the core of all projects and I do 
whatever I can to help shine a light 
on that. One way I have found is to 
post timelapse me doing repetitive 
labor or printing, binding, collating 
and cutting. I find these videos add 
a mesmerizing effect to the dull 
beauty of our labor as publishers. 

This year I published a book “Pub-
lishing Now: Publishing now: Gen-
derFail’s working class guide to 
making a living off self publishing” 
where I have a whole section “Let’s 

Talk About $$$$” that spans 30 pages of 
insight including: 

5. How Much Do I Actually Make From Gen-
derFail Pg.25 
6. What Is Wholesale And Consignment? Pg.32 
7. Payment Processing For Small Presses 
Pg.35 
8. Taxes: Keep Track Of Your Income And Ex-
penses Pg.38 
9. Pricing Your Work Pg.40 
10. How Much Do We Pay Artists? Pg.45 
11. Don’t Wait On Grants Pg.50 
12. Against Kickstarter: For Failure Pg.52 
13. The Power Of Sliding Scale 
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value our own labor to add it into the acquisi-value our own labor to add it into the acquisi-
tion to understand the true cost of our work."tion to understand the true cost of our work."

Here I offer a free PDF 
of the publication  for 
those who can’t afford 
to buy the book:



ISSUE PRESSISSUE PRESS

Stencil Wiki



Issue PressIssue PressGeorge WietorGeorge Wietor
Grand Rapids, MIGrand Rapids, MI

Issue Press is a tiny publisher and Risograph 
print shop operated by George Wietor (hi!) 
in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Since 2011, it has 
worked with an elastic mandate to publish 
captivating works by artists of all mediums 
that trade in humor, history, and exploration 
of place.

In addition to publishing, I have initiated sev-
eral side projects dedicated to the growth of 
the international Riso community, including 
stencil.wiki; An Atlas of Modern Risography; 
and with Matt Davis of Perfectly Acceptable 
Press, I am a co-founder of the North Ameri-
can Risograph Conference (NARC), a gather-
ing of Riso devotees held occasionally in Chi-
cago, Illinois.

Crafting a sense of community 
has always been at the core of my 
practice, even before diving into 
the world of print. I started printing 
when my friends and I set up an all-
ages music venue and art space 
in our town, where print quickly 
became our go-to for spreading 
the word about our events. Our 
venue operated as a collective, 
with as many as 17 members 
making decisions together. This 
collaborative experience spilled 
into other community projects, 
both online and off, shaping how I 
approach work.

After a decade of community 
organizing, burnout led me to shift 
my focus primarily to printing. Yet, 
a solo print adventure without the 
community vibe of the venue felt 
lacking. So, it became a natural 
progression to start collaborating 
with others, casting myself in a 
supporting role. Issue Press remains 
a solo endeavor operationally, 
emphasizing self-reliance, but each 
project is a collaborative effort.

My passion for stencil printing 
is truly rooted in the vibrant 
community that surrounds it. The 
folks I've met through this shared 

interest are what I cherish the most, 
and my desire to forge connections 
with fellow enthusiasts fueled the 
creation of projects like the Atlas of 
Modern Risography. After getting 
my hands on my first Risograph, I 
realized I didn't really know anyone 
else using these machines. The 
Atlas emerged as a personal quest 
to connect with every stencil printer 
I could find, driven by the belief that 
a thriving community could only 
flourish through mutual awareness. 
Ever since, my organizing efforts 
have been dedicated to nurturing 
and fostering an international 
risograph printing community.

Tell us a brief 

bit about your 

practice

What dimension of 

the artist do you find 

have the greatest im-

pact on your work?

"Issue Press remains a solo endeavor operationally, "Issue Press remains a solo endeavor operationally, 
emphasizing self-reliance, but each project is a emphasizing self-reliance, but each project is a 

collaborative effort."collaborative effort."



Are there any you 

feel should be added 

to the list?

What are the aspects of 

your practice that feel 

invaluable/unseen?

Can You Speak About

"Knowledge Sharing"

This might fall under personal growth, 
but over the last decade of involvement in 
the RISO community, I have noticed sev-
eral definite stages, burnouts, or  “life cy-
cles'' in the artist publisher when it comes 

to the tension of offering print-for-hire 
services vs. maintaining a personal pub-
lishing practice. I think it would be inter-
esting to examine the natural life cycle of 
a DIY publishing project. 

I feel like everyone is going to have the same answer here, but running both a studio 
and various community projects is a LOT of admin. Much of it invisible, much of it 
thankless, and all of it necessary.

Knowledge sharing is an essential as-
pect of community-building for me, and 

it has a profound impact on my work. I believe 
that any RISO printer needs a network of peo-
ple to share information about how to main-
tain these unique machines and to commis-
erate with one another when things go awry. 
They often do. This is why all of my commu-
nity-building efforts have centered around 
knowledge sharing.

Eventually the Atlas, a knowledge-sharing 
project in its own right, evolved into the much 
more comprehensive stencil.wiki: a website 
where stencil printing enthusiasts can contrib-
ute articles, tutorials, and specifications about 
each of the machines we use. It has become 
a central repository of essential information 
about these machines, and I have even heard 
rumors that the RISO corporation itself uses 
the comprehensive color list as a resource.

Inspired by Magical RISO, a gathering of sten-
cil printers that was once held biennially at the 

Jan van Eyck Academy in Maastricht, Nether-
lands, Matt Davis and I started the North Amer-
ican Risograph Conference (NARC) in 2017 
to create a similar (though much more DIY) 
in-person gathering on this side of the world. 
The Conference, held in conjunction with the 
Chicago Art Book Fair, is a day of talks, panels, 
and workshops dedicated to strengthening 
the North American stencil printing communi-
ty. Although COVID has disrupted the Chicago 
Art Book Fair and, consequently, NARC, push-
ing it off our biennial schedule, we plan to bring 
this gathering back soon.

To me, knowledge sharing goes hand-in-hand 
with press work, and our community's unwav-
ering commitment to sharing is one of its most 
captivating qualities. This willingness to share 
knowledge within our community is what 
keeps me engaged and motivated to continue 
my work as both a publisher and a community 
organizer.
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Secret Riso ClubSecret Riso ClubGonzalo GuerreroGonzalo Guerrero
& Tara Ridgedell& Tara Ridgedell Brooklyn, NYBrooklyn, NY

Secret Riso Club is a graphic design and riso-
graph studio that focuses its work on the in-
tersection of social justice, art, design and 
community building. In our practice, we work 
to build a platform that serves as a collabo-
rative space for developing ideas and new 
projects. SRC is run in collaboration between 
Gonzalo Guerrero and Tara Ridgedell.

Gonzalo Guerrero (he/him) created SRC in 
2017 a few years after immigrating to NYC 
from Chile. As a designer, Gonzalo’s practice 

is focused on the use of printing as a tool to 
experiment and explore ideas around identity, 
activism and culture. Tara Ridgedell (she/her) 
has a background in education and comes to 
the practice with accessibility in mind. Her 
work focuses on both inward and outward 
connection and breaking down capitalism’s 
individual-centered focus. In addition to run-
ning SRC operations, Tara also runs Practice 
Print, our in-house screen-printing studio.

Mental health and rest play a big 
part of our work. It’s very easy to 
get caught up in the daily hustle, 
exciting opportunities, and 
administrative work - it can feel 

very consuming. We have to deliberately impose rest 
times for ourselves and in our friendship - times when 
we’re not talking or thinking about work (even though 
it’s exciting and we’re passionate about it!).

Developing a fair quote system has also been a major 
factor for us. It’s been difficult to find the balance 
between making printing affordable and accessible, 
and it being financially viable for us (especially with 

all prices increasing). We’ve also spent a lot of time 
developing a system for ourselves that doesn’t take 
too much time. At the beginning of our printing 
services, making a quote would take about 30 minutes 
- that time really adds up when so many quotes don’t 
become paid jobs. When we first started offering 
printing services, making a quote would take about 
30 minutes - that time really adds up when so many 
quotes don’t become paid jobs. While the riso printing 
community isn’t very competitive in NYC (no one’s 
trying to grossly undercut the printing prices of 
another studio), we do keep in mind that we want our 
prices to feel in line with other studios.

Tell us a brief 

bit about your 

practice

What dimension of 

the artist do you find 

have the greatest im-

pact on your work?



Are there any you 

feel should be added 

to the list?

What are the aspects of 

your practice that feel 

invaluable/unseen?

Can You Speak About

"Taking care of basic needs"

Transparency of pricing, Friendship, Communication

Friendship and communication play a huge role in our work. We spend a lot of 
time explicitly working on aligning our communication. Tara has utilized some 
questionnaires from the Solidarity Economy framework to guide conversations 
between the two of us, with questions like, "Recall a version of “success” that 
felt great, what did it look like? If your work is successful, how will the world look 
different?"
Being very deliberate and clear about our intentions, values, needs and bound-
aries in our work together has helped us protect and maintian our friendship. As 
friends, we also make sure to spend fun time together where we don't talk about 
work at all.

It can be very difficult to take time to 
care for your basic needs. We’re priv-
ileged to do work we’re excited by 
and love, but all bodies need time to 
rest, sleep, eat, and play. Our work in 
the studio in the past few years has 
come in waves of busy and stressful 
months that often weigh heavy on our 
mental and physical health. There are 
days we’re at the studio 12+ hours a 
day when we’re up against a deadline 
or preparing for a fair.  To protect our 
minds, bodies and creativity, we’ve 
started taking a few weeks to close 
the studio for printing jobs or com-
missions to give space and time for 
some rest and more creative work. 
This means putting on an email vaca-
tion responder and shutting down the 
online shop.

In addition to taking these more pur-
poseful breaks, we try to take time 
each day to care for ourselves. Gon-
zalo likes to wake up, exercise, cook 
lunch and prep dinner before coming 
to the studio. Tara has slow mornings 
and likes to spend time journaling and 
meditating before coming into the stu-
dio. We both regularly communicate in 
the mornings and if one of us needs 
to take a day or work from home, we 
try to be as supportive as possible. 
There are definitely times when all our 
self-care is replaced with pizza at the 
studio and very long days printing or 
doing fairs (such intense days!), but 
we try to have grace with ourselves 
and return to a practice of balance and 
care.
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